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When yon have found an improved way, or have found
new lighten a subject aud you wish to teach it, do not
say, I was wrong,” but "here is a more recent and
unproved way of doing this that I am glad to show

sensational and degrading, gathers in more royalty than
Shakespeare received for all bis tragedies.
The man who writes a sublime symphony appeals to
the few, who are usually as poor as they are appreciative, while the man who produces a musical pill of the
rag tune
stamp, heavily sugar-coated and easy to
take and to digest, is sure of a rich reward in his own
day and generation. It is said that Crowe, the Welsh
composer of the "See-saw” waltzes, received as much
tor that one piece as Beethoven did for his nine symphonies.

A. A. K.—1. What is a measure?

The choice of teaching pieces is the most important
and most difficult duty in a teacher’s work. Seldom
give pieces that you know will he difficult to the pupil
veep a record ol the pieces giveu to each pupil in an in¬
dexed, record-ruled blank-book ; this is invaluable for
reference m reviews and when making out orders for
your music dealer.
0

1

A MOTION is on foot to send one of our best American
orchestras to Europe to the Paris Exposition to show the
Europeans that the American public supports and appre¬
ciates something besides negro melodies, Indian wardances, and "Yankee Doodle.”
The choice would
probably fall on either the Boston Symphony Orchestra
or Theodore Thomas’ Chicago Orchestra. There is little
doubt that the playing of either would create a sensa¬
tion in Europe, where people can still be found who
think that Buffalo Bill’s show represents life in the United
.States as it exists to-day, who think Chicago is a wild
fronrier town, and that Omaha is an Indian camp. Be¬
sides the two orchestras named, we have at least a dozen
symphony orchestras in tiie United States whose playinc
would create unbounded amazement in Europe as com¬
ing from a land which many Europeans still consider
semi-barbarous.

There is a transcendental realm into which the human
consciousness at times can climb, where words, and even
thoughts are lost. ile who has never felt that inmost
thrill of blessed emotion which beggared verbal utter¬
ance has never known music. Take, for instance, the
benedict us of the solemn " Mass in D-major” by Bee¬
thoven. Here a long-sustained obligato of the violin in
its extreme altitudes of the upper E string, gives us a
feeling of serene elevation, of spiritual calm, of intense
human pathos, the full realization of which is an experi-

or the questions will receive no attention. In no case will
writer’8 name be printed to the questions in The Etud
Questions that have no general interest will not receive atte
tion. J

Too difficult music discourages pupils, and prevents
rhvri.mT

-’7 coutinuoUfiIy enough aud in unbroken

r - t*lm to* an effective expression

A measure is a group of strong and weak pulses.

Pulses gro

t lerustlyes into twos or threes—that is to say, a strong pulse is f
lowed by one weak pulse, forming duple measure; or by two ve
pulses, forming triple measure. These are really the true measur
but for convenience in reading, two duple measures are often co
bined and called a quadruple measure; two triple measures combi
to form a six-pulse measure; three triple measures combine to for
a nine-pulse measure; four triple measures combine to form
twelve-pulse measure, etc.

The most logical, shortest, clearest, and best definition of measu
is
a group of strong and weak pulses.” The conciseness an
clearness of this definition become more apparent if contrasted wi
the old, bungling, illogic, and unsatisfactory definition,—viz., “
measure is a space between two bars,”—or, what is much worse, “
measure is a portion of time”; so is a minute, a day, aud a month
“ portion of time.”
2. For what are bars used ?

To show the strong pulses of measures; they have no other sig
nificance.

3. How is a measure represented (not indicated) ?

“,i “■ »d ■*»"*»

By the space between two bars.
4. Does the first measure always begin with the first note of
composition ?
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No. The first measure begins with the first note only when
composition commences with a full measure. In this connection
would like to draw attention to the term “pulse” as being the bee
name for the mental throb which one always feels when listenin
to, or thinking of, music. The term “ beat” is.the best possible nam
for the oulicaid manifestation of the pulse, and Bhould be used
exclusively in that sense. If our teachers would adopt the term
pulse ” as the name of the mental rhythmic throb or pulsation
and the term “beat” as the name of the outward manifestation o
such mental pulsation, our nomenclature would be greatly bene¬
fited.—H. R. Palmer.

M. A. S.—Leschetizky’s method of piano playing is based upon
the following simple but effective principles: Firstly, highest mus¬
cular development of the fingers, hand, and forearm, and to this
end exercises of his invention are famous among his pupils. b<c
ondly, the producing of any desired musical effect through the
technical means that will best accomplish it. In executing slow
movements, as well as in rapid scale passages and in trills, there
must be entire independence of each separate finger. In playiD8

trills his pupils are taught to take the first two notes together for
more brilliant effect. Chords are played with the fingers extended
nearly flat. Thirdly, and above all, he insists upon entire devitali¬
zation of the muscles not called into play, hia theory beiDg that

a beautiful theme. I told her so, and set her to wrestling with the writing of it. It was a great struggle.
That theme would not down on commonplace paper, and
I could not help but scoff at this ignorance of a person
who bad studied harmony and counterpoint for three
years with our best masters. The young lady shed a
tear, and sadly proclaimed that, despite their reputation
these masters had been, one and all, “no good.”
During this first lesson I succeeded in tutoring her
thoroughly in the writing of the subject and its division
into measures, etc.; and, to insure her retention of my
instructions, I told her to bring me, for her next lesson

success, but one of the most prominent is the lack of
ability to realize the importance of attention to the
demands of society.
It is not by any means necessary that music teachers
should cultivate snobbery, or give themselves up to the
vam and silly amusements that are often considered to
be synonymous with what is known as “ society » ■ but
a music teacher should realize that his profession has a
direct influence upon, and is directly affected by, other
people.

The teacher can not live by himself and for

himself, and shut himself up in himself.

The student

who practises and studies twelve hours a day and

“ On

devotes the remainder of the twenty-four hours to

no condition will I allow you to play them for me until
they are down on paper.”

eating and sleeping, may gain a great deal in the matters

as many of her fugue themes as she could write.

My success was extraordinary.

When she again came

of knowledge and technic, but he will dwarf himself in
other respects, and his gain in life at the end of a given

she had six or seven very useful and rhythmic ideas al¬

time will be somewhat doubtful.

most accurately written out, and after having corrected

teacher who shuts himself up in his studio and expects

In the same way the

them, I permitted her, as a reward of merit, to play them

pupils to come without making any greater effort than

on the piano. Upon finishing, she turned about on the
stool and gleefully exclaimed, “Ain’t I great’ Did

to put a card in the newspaper, will soon begin to
wonder what is the matter with the world, and to

you ever see such talent ? ”

deplore he fact that such excellent talent as his is not
appreciated.

I replied with the utmost

truthfulness that I never had, and forthwith proceeded
to demonstrate the development of her first fugal inspira¬
tion.

She was all attention, asked many questions to

He must remember that it is considered more blessed
to give than to receive-a maxim which may seem

of the world in mind of the fact of our existence.

No

clergyman would be considered worthy of his charge
unless he frequently met his flock for the purpose of
saying a few ordinary words now and then.

No lawyer

would make much of a success if he confined himself
strictly to his professional duties.

He extends his

acquaintance, and incidentally builds up his clientele by
being on hand at social functions.

He does not pretend

to expound legal doctrines on those occasions any more
than the clergyman takes such opportunities for preach¬
ing sermons, or the literary man proceeds to discuss
etymology or literary form ; but they all meet together
and say silly things, and what is more, they seem to
enjoy it.

There is no reason why the musi? teacher

should form any exception to the rule.

It is not neces¬

sary for him to enter upon discussion of technic or the
merits of this or that method.

In fact, the less he

talks “shop” the better he will be liked, and he will
find that those of his acquaintance who want to talk
business will look him up at his studio, and the acquaint¬
ance begun through social trivialities may become a
paying business connection.

—Let not a day pass, if possible, without having

the point, seemed interested and eager for enlighten¬

somewhat difficult to reconcile with business principles

heard some line music, read a noble poem, or seen a

ment, and I felt at that time that the great masters with

if accepted simply as a bald-headed statement, but on^

beautiful picture.—Goellie.

whom she had previously studied were indeed hollow
shams.

which, if we study it closely, contains the very essence
“ CasTtT h

Not to confuse her with too much information, I gave

a

maXi” k 8nPP°rted ^ another :

Brahms, it would appear, was possessed of a horror

"P0D the WatCrS’ and afler many days
And this contains the first principles
Advertising does not consist merely of

of autograph seekers and of callers in general, and, like

questing her to be very judicious in her choice of chords

itShSi h?
of i
?
'
advertising.

etc., and to faithfully follow my leading.

makmg announcements in the newspapers and journals

her a very short lesson, covering about three lines re¬
As I did not

doubt her obedience for a moment, imagine my dismay

but may be understood to include all that which tends

when she appeared at her next lesson with but four or
five measures written, and an alarming array of new
fugue themes.

I was greatly displeased, and I told her

so
I pointed out that she had a sufficient quantity of
subjects on hand to keep her busy for a year, and that
additional ones were therefore superfluous.

giving

does not mean merely spending money or

r

no‘.l,i°8 ** m
hat which is still more important—the gmn. of time
would

■“ *° "•

many a celebrated man before him, took a delight in
escaping from their clutches as often as he could.

One

of the best anecdotes we have heard about him runs as

follows:
He was just leaving his house one day when a long¬
haired youth, with a bundle of music under his arm,
hailed him.
“ Can yon tell me where Dr. Brahms lives?”

•O.htta. Ll “

I thereupon

went thoroughly over the previous lesson, explained and
The valneof a “sooia, boom ” is generally recognized,

“Certainly,” replied the Doctor, in his most amiable
manner, “in this house, up three flights”; and, so
saying, he hurried away, and the long-haired youth
climbed the flights.

step is thoroughly clear.

It may seem to be slow at

and that kind of inquirer who is intent on getting to the

first, but advance is certain, and sure to be thorough

bottom of things, on reaching the real nature of the phe¬

To ask questions is not a work of stupidity or slowness

nomena which confront him.

of comprehension, but rather of a mind that is intent

upon music as a matter of sentiment, and not as some¬

upon securing the fullest information possible on the
subject.

thing which is a part of natural phenomena ; as some¬

We are too prone to look

thing to be studied, and not merely experienced.
Another phase of the question comes in when we begin
the study of music in its higher aspect: how shall we

a fundamental principle.

give a practical bearing to our investigations and gain
THOMAS TAPPER.

At one time or another the teacher stops short before
the astonishing discovery that the real essence of educa¬
tion is something quite apart from the subjects which
contribute to it.

He finds that education is a creative

principle ; while the subjects are but items that stimu¬
late creation.

Henceforth, in dealing with his pupil

he will recognize that there is a higher purpose than
the usual conditions of giving a lesson. The pupil has
no permanent use for odds and ends of learning.

Being

an expression of his Creator, it is his naturaf function
to create. This is wbat he must be taught; it is his
purpose and bis being.

He was never intended to exhibit

himself as an idiotic repeater of facts, like the German
Sunday-school boy in “ Tom Sawyer.”

He was created

to do things ; and it is the Doing and not the Things
lor which the teacher most have a care.

the greatest benefit from our studies ? There are so many
things that may be studied that one may become be¬
wildered at the multiplicity.
guide m making the choice.

phases of music study which most closely correspond
to his general turn of mind and opportunities.

One can

not delve into the antiquities of music if he have not
scholarship, or if he is away from museums or other col¬
lections of musical curiosities.
But to return to our first thought.

Every teacher

every student of music, ought to try to learn to know
music, not merely to become master of an instrument or
his voice.

His aim should be not merely to store away

in his mind a treasure of facts, but to gain a true insight
into the nature of the art by means of his studies.

How can parents be made to fee 1 a greater interest in

as studying, though many pupils and

their friends

parents who scarce notice their child’s

many such idlers is apt to feel the result from a busine^

noticing, scarce mention it to either child or teacher’
when both need encouragement 1
A musical magazine that is up to date in its reading

performances,” played

I am the only

here, played

there, got this

notice in the “Daily Howler,” so-and-so said this
of me, etc.

Or, if the bewildered pupil can not be

dazzled by these arguments, the great favorite card of
the quack is played : “ I will teach you for so much less
than what you are paying your present teacher.”
People who have a little knowledge of the world gen¬
erally rightly estimate such a person.

They argue, and

rightly, that this musical beggar can not be doing very
well, or command much of a standing in his profession
if he has to resort to such low methods of obtaining
patronage as this. They would prefer to patronize, even
at larger expense, the man who takes his stand before
the community in an honest calling in an honorable
way.
The stealing of pupils is the sign of an unsuccessful
man, it is also the sign generally of a charlatan, and,

THH VALUE OF ENCOURAGEMENT-

who, when a lady was spoken of as having studied with

the musical education of their children ? A question like
this might seem quite unnecessary ; and yet how many
or

Come to me.

one,” and then follows a catalogue of his various “star

F. S. LAW.

appear to think so.

progress

possibly a better musician than himself, “Your teacher
is n’t good for much.

A heat distinction was that drawn by the teacher

but never studied.” There is a wide-spread confusion
on this point. Having lessons is by no means the same

E. A. SMITH.

Far from the efforts of honest and manly competition
are the efforts of one musician who says to the pupil of

scrupulous character.

her a certain period, said, “She had lessons from me
interest parents.

desirable thing, but knavery is not desirable.

finally, it is always the sign of a despicable and un¬
LESSONS NOT STUDY.

After all, what God and a child are interested in is
development. No teacher should so misunderstand his
business as to enter the combination and try to crowd
out the other two factors.

Personal conditions must
One should take up those

found in all branches of life, and is a healthy and

wheat.

They sow tares and expect to reap

The unhappy teacher who is handicapped by

point of view

To the world at large a pupil is a pupil

whether a student or not ; if he fails to progress it is
thought that the teacher must be at fault.

This is bad

enough from the standpoint of outsiders, but even those

E. W. MUNSON.

“Blame and criticism paralyze the imagination, and
the creative faculties can not work save in an atmosphere
of love and sympathy.”—Hillis.
Honest effort ought to be encouraged by a word of
praise, and when the pupil feels that this praise is given
only as a reward for well doing, it is valued accord¬
ingly-

In music study there must of necessity be long

periods when the progress seems very slight.

A word

of praise at such times does much to help the student
through the “slough of despond” into which he is apt
to fall.

gether frequently fail to give the sweet content that is
enjoyed by many in the humbler spheres of life.

What

are wealth and fame to the man of genius who has sadly
impaired his physical and mental strength by the inces¬
sant labor which has developed his powers?

Better less

fame, less wealth, and a body free from racking nerve and
bodily pains ; a mind strong, vigorous, and alert.

What

is present luxury to the man who has seen a dear one
fade away from his side because of a poverty that could
not provide the necessities of life ?

What are fame and

wealth to the genius who has lost his hearing or his eye¬
sight? Would he not exchange his genius for a simple
talent and a perfect body ?
The man who has won fame after long, hard battlings
with an envious fortune, with intriguing rivals, with
crass ignorance, with bigoted intolerance and prejudice,
with malevolent criticism, with dull, blighting conser¬
vatism, is apt to despise his conquest.

He knows what

it has cost him, and all his rich present can notcompensate him wholly for the bitter want of the past.
was not struggling for fame and fortune.

He

He labored

simply because the restless, resistless spirit which marks
genius would not let him do otherwise.
the genius must work.

Though he die,

Such is one penalty.

Fame

and wealth despised after being so hardly won ; a spirit
that can not rest, though body and soul break nnderthe
strain.
The domestic relations of many men of genius have
been far from happy. Mated to uncongenial wives, or
to women who have not kept pace with the development
of the husband, some have sought consolation elsewhere,
with the inevitable result of scandal and reproach to the
artist and his profession.

Others have been lionized

and feted and spoiled until their heads have been so
turned by their successes that they have alienated friend
after friend by exhibitions of petty vanity and selfish
actions.
Another type of the man of genius is the one who has
no conception of the value of money : of the necessity
for business methods in his relations with other men ;
who is lavish with his easily earned dollars, invests now

sult, in some measure, at least, of dissipation and vicious
indulgence.

Like Mozart, he gave his last strength to

composition : a setting of the hymn “Salve Regina,”
for which he received the splendid (?) remuneration of
ten ducats

about eight dollars of our present currency.

Rossini was noted for his laziness and fondness for the
pleasures of the table.

He only worked at the last

moment, when a whirlwind of haste was imperative.
Bellini died before he had finished his thirty-third
year ; a constitution not originally strong, having been
shaken by unremitting labor and indulgence in pleasure.
“ His eagerness was such as to keep him at the piano
night and day until he was obliged forcibly to leave it.
The ruling passion accompanied him through his short
life, and by the assiduity with which he pursued it,
brought on the dysentery which closed his brilliant
career.”
Donizetti’s

fate was even

sadder.

An incessant

worker, supervising the productions of his operas on
many stages, he had to pay the cost of unceasing labor.
His sensitive and susceptible nature, excited and worn
by his eager and exhausting industry and perhaps by
some irregularities of life, had given warnings in in¬
tense headaches and bewildering depressions against
which he had nerved himself with a destructive strain.
The last years of his life were spent in private lunatic
asylums.”
Cherubini was extremely nervous, brusque, irritable
and thoroughly independent.

The latter spirit and his

unbending pride brought him into conflict with Napo1 eon, who aspired to role artists and men of letters as be
did Ins ministers and generals.

Cherubini was never

able to secure official or court recognition, but was
obliged to content himself with his position at the Conservato.re, which barely sufficed for the support of himself and his family.
That all of his life Bach should live in a state far re¬
moved from affluence seems an anomaly to us at this
day, when his fame has filled the whole musical wo,Id
This comparative poverty compelled him to do an enor¬
mous amount of work in copying music and in engrav¬

tion, he was strongly attracted toward the fair sex, yet
never married.

Genius in music, however great, could

not overstep the sharply defined social lines of the time.
His greatest affliction was the deafness which mani¬
fested itself in his early manhood, and at last became
so great that the fortissimo of the full orchestra was as
nothing to him.

His absent-mindedness, restlessness,

boorishness, pride, irritability, and quarrelsomeness are
well known.

He had not a friend with whom he did

not quarrel.
The greatest genius of melody, so poor that he could
not buy all the mnsic paper he needed, is but one side
of Schubert’s short life of thirty-one years.

As a boy

he knew nothing but poverty, privation, and hunger at
the Convict in Vienna ; and his later years did not bring
to him a competence.

Of business affairs and good

management he was absolutely ignorant.

His reticent

shyness kept his few friends from realizing what priva¬
tions he suffered : cold and hunger, sometimes selling a
song-treasure for the price of a frugal meal.

He was

possessed of the true restlessness of genius. He must
always be at work. “I compose every morning, and
when one piece is done, I begin another,” he said.
The effect of these hardships and his incessant labor
was to break down his health, and the truest genius ot
music died before the world realized the treasure it had
possessed.
Weber inherited from his father a certain instability
of character, which he overcame to some extent after lie
had grown into manhood ; from his mother, delicacy of
constitution.

The work that he did wonld have worn

auuiuy puysique, ana mere is no uuuui
.
sheer will-power that enabled him to accomplish so
much in the last five years of life.

This last period,

when his fame was growing greater, was for his physical
nature a season of torment.

His last great work was

“ Oberon,” for which he was to receive $5000. Although
he was told that to undertake the work would cause his
death in a few months, for the sake of his wife and
children he executed the commission. He died, soon
after the above was produced, at the age of thirty-nine,

pupil probably takes one music lesson a week, if nothing
prevents, and aims to practise one hour each day, the
lessons seldom being continued through the summer
months.
The school year is forty weeks long, and each week
has five days.

In eight years, at the rate of one hour each

(lay, this will amount to sixteen hundred hours.

Al¬

lowing some twenty weeks, or half a year (equal to one
hundred hours), from this number for possible absences
during all these years, there would still remain fifteen
hundred hours, the average time spent by an ordinary
boy or girl on arithmetic and grammar respectively.
The student in music, in order to spend an equal
amount of time on his work, would be obliged to study
music for five years, at the rate of six hours a week for
fifty weeks each year. Now, when the school-boy leaves
the graded school, no one dreams of expecting him to be
an expert arithmetician or even an excellent gramma¬
rian, despite the fact that he has been in private study
and in class work on each study some fifteen hundred
hours, spread over a period of eight years.

But the

music teacher is expected, by some people, to grind out
experts, or at least brilliant players, on some two or
three years of work, with many missed lessons, many
missed hours of practice, and often indifferent and half¬
hearted study.
Add to this the fact that the music pupil is often iso¬
lated from other music pupils, and that his musical con¬
sciousness is limited to his own experience in music,
while in his grammar and arithmetic he is brought in
contact with dozens of students in the same work, and
has the advantage of trained teachers to guide every
step.

He is constantly spurred

to better work by

Before passing judgment, it were well to look deepe
much beautiful music within the reach of amateurs has

into the subject.

been written that there is no necessity of forcing them

the welfare of the pupils also considered?

into the highest grades of composition.

Let us reserve

practising four honrs a day with the sole intention o

the great concertos and masterpieces for the professionals

acquiring a concert repertoire, out of which he hopes t

Now, arithmetic

involves

exactness,

swiftness

of

thought, and the reasoning faculties ; grammar involves
all these elements of thought, and, in addition, requires
taste and grace of expression; while in instrumental
music all these mental faculties are brought into play ;

If he

and great artists. Let the children be children in music,

win laurels, it is certainly not a legitimate ambition, fo

as in other things, and we will listen to and enjoy their

he is not giving to his pupils that thought and attentio

childish music as we listen to their childish prattle.

which is their just due, and such a one has no right t

After several years of teaching I am forded to the con¬
clusion that the notion that the children should begin

undertake the training of pnpils.
He may think that the lessons of children will requir

the study of music as early as seven years is an incor¬

little or no forethought, and that it will make no differ

rect and

ence if he sometimes is absent-minded and indifferent

mischievous one.

Unless the child shows

remarkable talent, and is destined to make music his

but this is a grave error, for no one is quicker than

profession, or unless his parents have wealth, I should
not advise his commencing the study until he is at least

child to note the lack of interest in a tutor.
The teacher’s very best thought is none too good fo

ten years old.

The average child is much better getting

the little one just peeping into the mysterious maze o

health and strength out-of-doors, and gaining mental

music.
The mind of a child is naturally attuned to poetica

material as a foundation for his music during his tender
years, than he is spending his spare hours at his instru¬
A child of ten will do more and better work in

fancy, and even the most difficult lessons may be under
stood, if introduced through the door of imagination

a year than a child can do in two years, commencing at

To be ready with the attractive bit of story that is ofte

ment.

the age of seven or eight.

Exceptional cases require

required to clothe facts alone demands thought, more,

exceptional applications, but for the ordinary child of

am certain, than it is possible to the teacher who i

moderate means the age of ten years is best. The parent’s

eagerly endeavoring to learn his own lesson.
For even the strongest are but frail mortals, and al
though energy does enwire the will, the nervous system

are usually better satisfied with the investment of their
money, and the pupil makes much more intelligent
progress and is more likely to make a good musician
Another mistaken idea is that brilliant playing and
brilliant teaching are synonymous terms.

Emphatic¬

ally, the science of teaching and the science of playing
are two separate and distinct ones.

A good teacher

must be able to play, but before she begins to teach she
should comprehend at least a few of the principles of
teaching.

friendly competition, yet, notwithstanding these advan¬
tages, he is neither an expert arithmetician nor an ex¬
cellent grammarian.

Does it relate exclusively to self, or

v

o
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filled at so much an hour.

iiicir neaas

1

They are living, brea’tl

human beings, to be developed slowly and carefull
be coaxed and guided up the steep and difficult hi
knowledge.

This is a recognized principle of pedag

and if applied in the teaching of music, will counti
many, or all, prevailing fallacies of teachers of re
and their patrons.

can not long endure the strain of long hours of practic
together with continuous teaching. One or the otberwi

necessarily be slighted ; if not, as is too often the case
both are but poorly performed.
Should the practising be done first, the scholars wi
receive half-hearted lessons

from

a

teacher alre

music-weary and nervous.
, .
On the other hand, if the scholars receive the ini*1®
attention, the brain, already dulled by listening, W1

only dumbly follow the fingers through the routine o
practice.
Of course, this theory wonld not apply to

.
exception

cases, but to those of us who are endowed wit

#

ordinary degree of talent and strength.
“Then,” some one may exclaim, “because we
not claim superior merit, you would not have us

1™

scales, chords, and arpeggios to the ordinary piano stu¬
dent who has never had them?
“ What would yon advise me to do with a little girl,
nine years old, who is quite intelligent, and has had abou t
two years’ lessons on the piano, but will not count at
her practice unless some one is with her to make her do
it? She can mark time, or beat it, well ; but she rarely
plays anything in proper time unless I spend the whole
lesson going over her piece, haring her count it. The
same pupil finds it very hard to memorize.
1 would like to have a good list of teaching pieces,
light in character and suitable for an adult beginner of
from two to eight quarters’ lessons.—G. F.”

“ Will you please tell me what course to take with
pupils who will persist in using motions of the wrist
and arm in place of pare finger action? I also have a
pupil who has a habit of elevating the right wrist and I
am unable to break her of it.—H. K.”
I place great importance upon clearly distinguishing
between finger work, hand-work, and arm work, in the
early stages.

In my opinion arm motions accompany¬

ing finger motions, and in the same direction, are very
injudicious.

Whenever the arm moves in sympathy

with finger work or hand-work, the arm element comes
out in the tone. Accordingly, you must begin by admin¬

two-finger exercises (or “School of Touch”), and at the

istering the four forms of two-finger exercise, which I

same time starts in with his arpeggios.

By treating

have described over and over again in these columns,—

these rhythmically, as Mason directs,—or as I have

namely, (1) Pure finger, clinging legato, changing fin¬

directed in these columns again and again,—she not

gers (substituting) upon every key.

only progresses very rapidly in keyboard facility, but

the usual five-finger height, raise the finger high before

also acquires and strengthens a sense of rhythm.

She

touching and after completing the touch, before it goes

has to count; the sixes and nines necessitate this.

I do

down again to take the place of the finger holding the

not use the full table of graded rhythms until much

key. The arm remains entirely stationary
This is
your first step. (2) Arm touches, down arm, and up

The practice above referred to will cnre the laziness
regarding counting.

When she has acquired a habit of

Carry the wrist at

arm-the up and down signifying the direction of the
motion by which the touch is accomplished.

In these

touches the arm is alternately as high above the keys

counting in exercises, it is but little more to carry the

and as low as possible and still hold the keys.

same into the pieces.
It has to be done. Connting
aloud will not take the place of a sense of rhythm ; it

by swinging it freely so that it falls upon the keys by its

will assist in developing snch a sense. When they would

own momentum, the impulse which raises it coming

rather count aloud than not, I generally dispense with

from the arm.

it. I know that they feel the rhythm, and the clock
inside them has been wound np.

but previous to the fall of the hand and in the opposite

See “Graded Collections of Pieces,” published
Presser.

by

I have a pnpil, a girl eleven years old, who has fin¬
ished the third grade ‘New England Conservatory
Method,’ taken all the major and minor scales, thirds
sixths, octaves, arpeggios, and harmonized all the scales!
Would you advise her taking up Mason’s ‘ Touch and
Technic’ now, or some other studies?
If Mason’s
works are advised, conld she commence with part II
J. C. P.”
1

Another exercise for quick seeing is to permit th

pupil so many seconds to remember—e. g., two meas
ures, both treble and bass.

Then let all the class writ

it out, and see who comes nearest to having the tw

The well-tanght piano student begins with Mason’s

later. If I had a pnpil who had never had them, I
should start at the first or the second lesson.

notation,—then see them quickly.

Hand touch and finger elastic.

direction.

(3)

The hand touch is made

The arm will have a very small motion:

This point is very important.

measures complete.

You need as many copies of th

music as there are pupils.

You could use advance les

sons for this purpose, although easy material at first i
best.

The point is for the eye to take in the whole com

bination of signs with the least possible omission.

I doubt whether I would begin the study of classica

music as early as the first and second grades. However

there are some easy collections by Reinecke (“ Unser

Liebling ”) which have a few pieces as easy as this

When you reach the third grade, the pupil is ready t
take up some

such work as our Music Extension

Students’ Clubs, in which we have a course of study
running three years.

We furnish program books, cer¬

tificates of membership ; and the books give all needed

information about the pieces studied, the authors, etc

If every teacher had a class of this kind, the younge

pupils would be brought into line, and all would begin

to take an intelligent interest in their work from a
musical standpoint as literature.

You can not do this

entirely alone without some kind of outside incentive,

to keep the pupils up to the mark until the work begins
to prove interesting.

In the “Sonatina Album” y*n

will find a lot of material useful for this purpose. There
is also a graded list at beginning.

While hold¬

I am in receipt of a letter from a Chicago teacher

ing the tone thus produced, the finger elastic is produced

claiming that the “ Parsons’ Method ” mentioned in one

by extending the finger as shown in Ma?ou’s book, and

of my former letters is not that of the distinguished Dr.

at the close of the elastic touch I prefer the hand to rise

Parsons, of New York, but a kindergarten method along

a little, almost to the position ehown in diagram 6 b
T is exercise promotes looseness of wrist, distinguishes
the wrist from the arm ; and the second touch is the
mam finger strengthener of the Mason system.

It is

one of the most powerful developers of fiDger that I
have ever known—the most powerful.

(4) The light

and fast form, with a light hand-fal. upon tie first tone

similar lines to that of Miss Fletcher’s ; in fact, from the

circular sent, they seem quite alike, which being the
case, one is probably as good as the other.

I believe

both to be valuable money-makers, but mistakes from *
pedagogic point of view.

Both are patented,

I iun

thinking of patenting my letters.
W. S. B. Mathews.

her mysterious majesty, and has she ever revealed her
secrets? The followers of Terpsichore indulge in their
favorite dances, " Value Noble” and “Valse Allemande.”

Every one dances.

The frenzy even seizes

inanimate objects—we see even letters dancing and flit¬
ting by like “ Butterflies.”
the “Promenade

A short “ Pause ” during

and there they are!

Our valiant

“ Davidsbiindlcr ” marching against the “ Philistines.”
Amid blasts of trumpets and cries of victory, the latter
are routed and driven from the field.
Pedantry !

Progress defeats

“By the

Fireside,” and follow the flicker of the dying embers
with °ur eyes, while our minds resort to meditation and
rranmerei.”

Softly the door opens; the poet enters ;

he begins to speak.

We are in a semisomnolent state of

mind in which we are scarcely aware of what he is say¬
ing, and yet we discern that he is speaking of bygone
ays and events which carry ns back to long-forgotten
Scenes of Childhood. ”
6
The compositions just

mentioned,

G-minor,—the

Symphonic Etudes,” “ Kreisleriana," the “ Faachings
schwank,” and the “Humoreske” are conceived on

tasies!,,eke,-and “Forest Scenes” form a group by
most t T
'l lbeSe Pl6CeS the comP°ser reveals the
most tender phases of his character. Owing to their
comparative technical facility, they are Tore
accessible to the general public, and conseqnently have

piano equals the “ Carnaval ” in picturesque detail and
finish.

attained greater popularity than the compositions drawn
on broader canvas.

The “Novelettes,” as their name indicates, are ver¬

The characteristic qualities of Schumann’s pianostyle
re so striking ns to be easily recognized. Probably no

itable musical illustrations of “psychic moods.”

To

those gilted with what Heine calls “musical second
poetry.

ages of time, enough will remain to prove to future gen¬

erations that the composer of the “ A-minor Concerto,”
the

Etudes,” the

“Symphonic

“Carnaval,”

and

Kreisleriana,” richly deserves an exalted rank among
the writers for the piano.

“Arabesque,”

broader lines ; but nothing Schumann ever wrote for the

sight,” they depict tales

While much that Schumann wrote, even while in the

full possession of his powers, has succumbed to the rav¬

Blumeusthck,” “Night Visions” (opus 23), “ Fan¬

The “Concerto in A-minor,” the “Fantasie” (opus
17), the sonatas,— F-sharp minor and

big children—settle ourselves comfortably

replete with romance and

composer for the piano Las ever employed syncopation
as frequently, sometimes even to excess, as Schumann

Musical education, like all other mental progress, is
of slow growth. Do what we will, the rosebud takes its
own time to unfold.
mind.

The same is true of the human

We may press the rosebud and force it open, but

the flower will not be so beautiful or so fragrant as it
would have been bad it unfolded in its own slow pro¬
cess ; neither will it be a healthy and enduring flower.
Do not hasten the young mind, for this is a dangerous,
unhealthy process. Too much work laid upon the pupil
is often as injurious to the mind as too much water and
heat for the plant. Give the child time for development.

Thns, No. I represents two lovers dancing in a

ball-room.

Schumann's own interpretation of Weber’s

Of1

“Invitation to the Waltz” applies most appropriately

Zo

to the middle section of this composition : “ Now she
talks—thus is love’s wooing.

Now he responds-let

urn continue, it is the lover’s sonorous voice.

Now

they are both talking at once and I can distinctly
understand what both are saying.”

U.

21
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evenin&” Lisz‘ writes in a letter, “ before
the children g0 to bed, I play the ‘Scenes from Cbildhood ’ lor them.”

I am unable to state whether the

children referred to were those of Madame Sand or his
own, the future wives of Messrs. Emile Olivier and
Hi chard Wagner.

At any rate, they must have been

very intelligent to have appreciated those masterpieces.
And yet is there anything more simple and child like
than those little gems ?

How characteristic the mnsic

i" > whether the composer refers to " Foreign Poets,” or
Facsimile of Manuscript of Undlichhs Lied.
ok the v ouno.

Mo. 20,

Called

"

Rustic Sons,” by Robert Schumann.

playing.

Speaking in a general way, Schumann

the father of the art of piano playing as it
exists.

is

now

While we have in it a vast amount of ele¬

gance from Chopin, thematic work from Bach, bril¬
liant work from Liszt and the other virtuosi, what we
might call the heart of the piano is much oftener
touched by Schumann than by any other master who
has ever written, not even excepting Chopin in his
most melancholy moods.

Moreover, Schumann had the

art of taking the reader instantly into the new mood
which for the moment possessed him, so that without
any preface, and in complete contrast to the moment
before, we go with him, and within the first eight meas¬
ures are fully within the magic circle where he has
brought us so unexpectedly.
Speaking from the standpoint of the pianoforte, the
peculiarities of the Schumann piano music call for a
deep, full, musical touch, and an incessant use of the
pedal ; and there are in the whole list of his piano
works only a very few pieces where the pedal can be
entirely dispensed with.

More often, indeed, the pedal

is an integral part of the tone-producing apparatus; as,
for .instance, in the wide chords of the “ Fourth Noc¬
turne,” or the middle movement of the “ Fantasie ”

transitions of tone quality, the weight and precision degood deal of light upon Schumann’s tendency to write

manded in immediate contrast with lightness, and the

short pieces ; and at least one of these pieces, the “ Po¬

subtilty of the musical ideas, combine to make these

lonaise in D-major,” is a very striking and significant
tone poem, although short.

I should go slow, also in

condemning the whole of the “Studies of Paganini.”
In attempting these transcriptions Schumann was seek¬
ing a new technic upon the piano, and the works are
interesting to a degree.

The “ Caprice in E-major ”

might well enough be played, and so possibly might
several of the others; but the trouble was that the
musical ideas of Paganini were not sufficiently rich
upon the harmonic side to afford Schumann the neces¬
sary inspiration for reaching the end of which he was
vaguely in search.

In the “Intermezzi,” opus 4

he

begins to be more like the Schumann which we know
later, but these pieces are not, after all, successful

The

first successful works of Schumann, I should say, are
the

Davidsbundler,” the “ Dance of the David’s Le¬

gion against the Philistines.”

The “ David’s Legion ”

was a pure invention of Schumann, but the “Philis¬
tines” were solemn facts, close about him and other
students of Leipzig, then as now, and much trouble they
caused our sensitive young artist.

The “ Davidsbiind-

and practically everywhere in the variations of the

ler

‘‘Symphonic Etude.”

in many of his smaller pieces, such as the “ Entrance to

F“g
tTWentjr'one Pa£es ^ the Russian edition
from which I am making these citations. Many of

the Forest,” the “ Wayside Inn,” the “ Prophetic Bird,”

the pieces are signed by the initial of the Schumann

or the little pieces of the “ Kinderscenen,” and the
“ Papillons.”

phase responsible for them.

Not less important is the pedal

There are in Schumann two opposing and character¬

consists of eighteen short pieces, the whole occu-

The first one, of a sprightly

“ FnS E
g CiaraCJter’ 18 8igned by “Fl0«*tan ’’and
Eusebius, F. and E.; the second one, of a very tender

istic moods, which contrast with each other in nearly all
of his works, from the smallest to the largest. The one

and ^chumannish color, by “Eusebius”; the third

of these is the joyous, buoyant, passionately moved

E
E

temperament, to which he gave the name “ Florestan.”
This phase of the composer’s dual existence had in it all
his great capacity for passion and trouble, such as we

IZ

anp Th tfinng’ ^
F'; the fonrth’
and h
’ m°re ten<3er and 8imPle’ with an
and then we come to the diabolic sixth in D-minor

where the left hand has a nut to crack too hard for ordi-

the “ Fancy Pieces,” and in one or two of the ‘‘Night

..™th „„ ,wemb „ „

Pieces,” and, above all, in the first movement of the
great “Fantasie in C.”

eleventh is a simple piece in B-minor, signed E.- the
twelfth, also in B-minor aitmed F
j
7

find^especially in the piece called ‘‘In the Night,” in

“7 t-tb- Among the striking contrasts afford Jby
the numbers in this work, perhaps that between the

and significant number it is?

’

*

strikill8

pieces on the whole the proper domain of an artist.
One of the most remarkable of the Schumann works
is the much-played “Carnaval,” a collection of twentynine short pieces, each one of which is a phase, ora poetic
conception—a fancy piece, if you like.

Many of the

pieces in the “Carnaval” are practicable for ordinary
players.

Such,for instance, are the “ Yalse Noble,” the

“Pierrot,” the “Chopin,” the “German Waltz,” and
“The Avowal.”

But these are only comparatively

short moments in the entire series, and they are inter¬
larded

between other phases

so

impetuous and so

strongly marked that only the hands of an artist could
give them their full value.

The “ Carnaval ” is one of

the most difficult of all the Schumann works to inter¬
pret successfully in public.

It is written throughout in

4 measure, which necessarily gives the rhythm a ten¬
dency to monotony ; and many of the numbers are of
considerable difficulty, especially, perhaps, the most
difficult of all, the “Paganini ” and the “Finale.”
Taking up now the pieces which are sufficiently large
to be played effectively in public, and still lie within
the range of advanced amateur players, I will mention
first the “Fancy Pieces,” opus 12.

Two of these, the

“ Whims ” and “Why,” are in my second “Book of
Phrasing,” and are practicable for fifth grade students.
The same might be said of “In the Evening’’and “The
End of the Song.”

The other numbers are more diffi"

cult, and the best one of the first book is the “Aufsschwung,” or “Excelsior,” as it

has been named.

After the “ Fancy Pieces,” one might play the “ hasehingsschwank,” or “Carnival Pranks from Vienna,”
opus 26.

The first movement of this work is very en

joyable indeed.

The work as a whole is too long.

The

most difficult of the pieces in this part of the list will be
the “ Kreisleriana,” opus 16.

Iam not myself a victim

of the whole-work-or-nothing principle in concert playing.

There are those who consider it unworthy to play

a part of a work instead of the whole of it, and so they
insist upon our hearing the whole of these eight pieces

work.

ter to mediate between the two extremes.

The dual character of his compositions tells us clearly
of the duality which existed in himself. As early as

ful characters (each being Schumann himself) were
supposed to carry on a bold war against the “ Philis¬

October 4, 1829, being then only nineteen years old, he

tines,’

wrote to his friend Itosen, at Heidelberg, from Milan :

Leipzig.

“I alway-s Reem to myself entirely poor yet entirely
rich ; entirely weak yet entirely strong; feeble yet full

personages, who were of the “ Davidsbiindler ”• there

of life.”

as

From this it is evident that Schumann had

recognized thus early the duality of his own character.
These two opposing personalities soon received names
from their possessor.

The fiery radical, full of aggres¬

sion and combat, was called “ Florestan ” ; the shy,
introspective and sensitive dreamer was named “Euse¬
bius.”
Soon afterward these mythical characters became part
of the musical autobiography which was to run all
through Schumann’s musical creation. The first piano
sonata, dedicated to Clara Wieck, was signed “Flores-

These fanci¬

as Schumann characterized the old fogies of
There were, however, a few outsiders, real

was Henrietta Voigt, as “Aspasia”; Ludwig Sch’unke,
Jonathan”; Carl Bank, as “Serpentinus”; and

the great battle of the opposing forces is portrayed in
the finale of the carnival scenes.
There is more autobiography in the compositions of
the year 1840-the happy year when Schumann won and
married Clara Wieck.

There is so much of beauty in

the true story of this love-match (“ Heloise and Abe¬
lard

do not give so tender a tale) that it seems a pity

sentimentalists should not have let it stand for itself
The story that “ Warum ” is a musical love-letter ad¬

tan and Eusebius ” ; and one can, in this work, as in

dressed to Clara Wieck, and that it succeeded in melting
the heart of her obd urate father, is absolutely false

ihany of the subsequent ones, trace the two antagonistic
moods. If one stands on the river bank below Cairo,

the true autobiography of the triumph and happiness of

The Symphony in B-flat ” (No. 1) of this epoch is

Ill., at flood time, one will see two rivers in one chan¬

this simple and gentle soul. Schumann at first intended

nel ; on the one side the dark waters of the Ohio on the

I'8 f L l“Spri"g Symphony,’’-and one can
readily find the sheep-bells of the wandering herd in the

other the yellow waves of the Missouri and Mississippi •

8chumann at Twenty-one Years of Age.

During this year he wrote “ Papillon,” Opus 2.

even so in many a Schumann composition can one ob¬
serve Florestan and Eusebius touching but not coales¬
cing.

said.

Schumann's autobiographic style begins with his opus
1. He met with a beautiful young lady at a ball in

carded. The bursting into song is an equally autobiog p .c touch at this happy epoch. Schumann now

Mannheim.

wrote the best cycles of German Lieder that the world
possesses.
worm

The lady’s name being Meta Abegg, he

at once wrote a set of variations upon the letters,

One ought not to take the public too fully
ss confidence.” and tb«
_

J“the

and in ..Dichter,

, ( Poet s Love ”) he told the story of his suffer
up dim.g th, long ,wfe
(J>r>
‘
and fearing that the homage might be too conspicuous
mythical “Pauline, Countess d’Abegg.”

Four years

later (in 1834) he met with the very attractive Ernestine
von hricken.

This time it was impossible to spell out

BY W. F. GATES.
J*

hia euide was Jean Paul, but now he

liei ”7“ pdeDte’^Attest expresgioni

he threw a thin veil over it by dedicating the work to a

Side Lights on Schumann.

Rohkkt Schumann dwelt for some years on the bor¬
der line between genius and madness.

This dividing

line between genius and insanity is narrower than we
—“
n Woman , Lift „„,i a‘ '™rJh„ W],

r »»“

sometimes realize.

Some of the greatest minds among

the musicians have passed this line, but by rest and

• ”ef”re ,h«y

treatment have returned to a stable mental balance.
Others have passed it never to return.

As an instance

of those who suffered this affliction temporarily, 11®09
von Blilow might be mentioned.

And of those who

/
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a This initial number of the set, poised betwteen the keys of A minor and C major, is of a solemn, dirge like character its prevailing moods being heavy
grief and sacred consolation. Technically considered it
consists of two elements, a melodic phrase of three notes in eighths and sixteenths and a series of five
chords of a subtle shifting character and possessing a melodic outline. Study to give the utmost prominance to the solo phrase and deliver the chords with the most undulating variety of nuance. Secure at all
hazards sufficient variety to prevent solemnity from degenerating into monotony.
1) Change the pedal at each new chord, hence in the first seven measures, four times in each measure,
the purpose being to secure that extra resonance' and freedom of tone when all the sympathetic str¬
ings of the piano are permitted to vibrate.
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paniment.
It is true that Schubert had, in the best of his songs,

and music.

given the pianoforte an importance equal to that of the

and fertile, his songs are so entrancingly beautiful as

prove comparatively easy.

voice ; but one swallow does not make a summer, and it

music alone, that if we do not hear the words when they

the composer’s skill in providing opportunities for dis¬
play in the construction of the piece, snch as flashy

Schubert was musically so spontaneous

many showy and brilliant pieces on closer acquaintance
Everything depends upon

was important for the future development of the Lied

are sung we still enjoy the music immensely.

that Schubert’s reform should be adopted by Schumann

is true of some of Schumann’s songs ; but most of them

octave passages, highly colored and

and

need for their full effect the poems to which they are

gaudy arpeggios, and gorgeous climaxes.

wedded.

tfais sort of thing at his fingers’ ends, and understood

others.

Henceforth, the piano part became an

integral part of the composition, and no longer a mere
guitar-like accompaniment.

The same

intricate runs,
Liszt had all

Indeed, in some of Schu¬

The close union of music and poetry in Schumann's

the instrument, its limitations, and possibilities so well

mann’s songs the piano part actually predominates over

songs naturally affected his vocal style, making it not

that he knew just what and how to write for it; his

the vocal, while in others it adds poetic postlndes.

infrequently declamatory.

In

the Lied the voice is concerned with the melody alone,

In this respect, however,

pieces, while often difficult, are getatable (to coin a

his style varies very much according to the nature of the

word), and when once mastered, are apt to remain in

the harmony being added by the piano ; and it is in the

poetry he happens to be dealing with.

Some of his

one’s fingers; one can subdivide a Liszt rhapsody or

songs of Schubert and Schumann that the superlative

songs are as simple as folk-tunes, while others are much

transcription, select separate difficulties, conquer and

importance of harmony and modulation, as an engine of

more complicated.

master each by endless practice, and, finally, join all

emotion and an aid to the realistic expression of ideas,

does not equal Schubert’s ; he never could have written

together.

is first established ; though Beethoven had given some

the “Erl-king”; nor does he often sound a dramatic

almost without exception, whole portions which partake

hints in this as in most other departments of music.

note.

Paradoxical as it may seem, Schumann’s approaching
of the song as an instrumentalist also proved an advan¬
tage from another point of view.

Not being a profes¬

sional singer, he was not tempted to sacrifice his musical

His pictorial or descriptive power

Similarly with Chopin, whose works present,

Under these circumstances it is strange that the

of the 6tude character—a heritage which he adopted

most inspired and stirring of all his songs should be
the highly dramatic.

from Hummel; all such sections can be mastered by

“Ich grolle nicht.”

I am aware that some lofty

definite application ; and, by their very similarity, aid
in attacking other works.

The same is the case with

judges affect to sneer at this song because it is so popu¬

the Thalberg fantasies, Mendelssohn’s and Moscheles’

ideas to the convenience of singers, or to their desire to

lar ; but popularity in the case of a composer like Schu¬

display their voices.

To him the musical idea was the

mann, who never stoops to conquer, is a sign of merit,

concertos, Weber’s beautiful sonatas.
We entertain a different proposition when dealing

He was, consequently, censured

not of demerit. Indeed, Schumann has been more lucky

with the piano compositions

for making his vocal parts too difficult, and foolish critics

There is something or other that can be utilized as pre¬

Perhaps it was, from

than most song writers in winning the widest popularity
for his best effusions.

the old-fashioned point of view, but Schumann had a

It would be impossible in a short article to go into

very often the study of one may facilitate that of the

right to consider the realistic expression of emotion of

details regarding these songs, of which there are as

next; but to play Schumann, one must study Schumann,

greater importance than the singer’s convenience or in¬

many as 256.

dolence.

advise all who have the means, and who delight in a

most important thing.

pronounced his style “ unvocal.”

One of Mozart’s clarinet players once com¬

plained of a certain passage as being too difficult.

They exist in various good editions, but I

of

Robert Schumann.

paratory study for the works of the other masters, and

and nothing else will lead up to it.

We can prepare

ourselves by the studies of Chopin, Liszt, Thalberg, and

“Is

thing of beauty, to examine the four volumes of the

Henselt for the peculiar difficulties pertaining to each

it possible to play it?” asked Mozart; and on being told

Breitkopf & HUrtel “ Gesammt Ausgabe,” the typogra¬

master, but the only way to succeed with Schumann is

“ Yes,” he added, “Then it is for you to learn how.”

phy of which is remarkably beautiful, and so clear that

to study his works from A to 7,. That the arduous labor

it seems as if the songs must sing and play themselves.

of the difficult intervals in the songs of Schumann,

fully repays the student, goes without saying ; bat

For ordinary purposes, however, a judicious selection

will be more in the general musical growth, and higher

Franz, Liszt, Grieg, and Wagner.

seems more advisable than a complete edition.

The same mnst be said to those singers who complain
It has been proved

and more ideal musicianship, than by the acquisition o

over and over again that these intervals can be bridged

It can not be denied that many of Schumann’s songs

greater digital dexterity or, perchance, the applause o
the multitude.
We have had paraded before us all sorts of specialists,

smoothly and effectively by voices that have been prop¬

—like those of his friend and idol, Mendelssohn—have

erly trained ; hence, it is the duty of the singers to learn

aged.

to execute them.
When Schumann and Chopin first wrote pianoforte

looking them over again a few days ago.

I was struck by this fact, almost painfully, in

old story.

He wrote too many.

It is the old,

such as great Liszt players, and wonderful Chopin inter

I have already said

prefers, and even were promised a specific Bach pianist

intellect” ; and (well might she have added) his pure

this particular moment.

kiss, and said good-by forever.

soul and brave heart, his helping hand and ready recog¬
nition of true worth in whomsoever it appeared, whether
he were old or young, successful or needy.
Schumann was no conversationalist, but he was a
most graceful and polished writer, and in his more inti¬

Early the next morn¬

ing our student was on his way home to America.
-My Dear Son:

^

A‘> DeCember 10tb-

“Your mother, being quite ill, desires me to write
her usual fortnightly letter to you. I hope you are well

He

spent a good part of the time on his journey thinking
what little pleasure there is in life for man, without
the companionship, love, and soothing

influence of

mate letters—to his mother, his wife, his close friends—

We feeMhafv.ir h' JT
year8' ^udy abroad,
we ieel that you have been from home unite lonoenough, and if you have been diligent in yourstudLf

them, and the man who thinks otherwise is a fit subject

he pictures in poetic language the thoughts of his inmost

you have acquired sufficient knowledge to enable von to

for eternal punishment.

soul.

pursue your chosen profession with success.

an American ; which proves she had more than one

Read his letters if you would seek the inspira¬

We belief

tion of his enthusiasm over the noble in art; if you

woman.

Life would be intolerable to bear without
One year later Louise married

string to her bow, and onr young student rejoiced at
her good luck.

would understand his contempt of the false and per¬
nicious ; and if you would comprehend the nobility of
a nature that did ample justice to those of his contem¬
poraries that were worthy, and exhibited a complete
absence of selfishness and jealousy and marked him for
a prince among his fellows.

or yon to come home as soon as your affairs can ho
properly arranged. As this letter will reach1 1 *
before Christmas day, we send you a draft for $350 0(7

Genius, Talent, and Cleverness.—Genius rushes
like a whirlwind ; talent marches like a cavalcade of

enough fo^a" comfortable SJetfi £ ^

swallow in the summer evening, with a sharp shrill

heavy men and heavy horses ; cleverness skims like a
note and a sudden turning.

but the clever man dances here, there, and everywhere,

And would you learn the secret of this poet’s power?

* --

In one of his earliest letters to his mother (a letter
written during his storm and stress period, when his
whole life was “a conflict between poetry and prose_
music and law ”)—in this early boyish letter—occurs

Sto

Entering the world of music, as he did, at a most dis¬

parently, and enjoying nothing,

4

theories ; the clever man will assail the individual,

^

dashed to pieces.

Father and Mother.

The man

and slander private character.

but too light to be

of talent

will attack

The man of genius de¬

spises both ; he heeds none, he fears none, he lives in
iTb iff. h” *“M “* bring.siTate

imself, shrouded in the consciousness of his own
strength ; he interferes with none, and walks forth an

advantageous moment,—with the charm of a Mendels¬
sohn on one side and the subtle fascination of a Chopin

After reading the letter over three times, onr student

on the other; barren of any personal attractions ; with

exclaimed with ranch emotion, “ Oh ! how much would

the injury to his right hand irrevocably closing to him

tor kind “4” ” f," T"*“'
to nJlt S"1”' £ !

the ranks of the virtuosi, and, withal, hampered with

like a butterfly in a hurricane, striking everything ap¬

“ Wishing you a happy, merry Christmas, we are
i our sincere loving

this sentence: “Set yourself an honest purpose, and
with steady perseverance success is sure.”

»«b m,
»/“>f '» * P«»‘ion

an imperfect musical education,—Schumann still en¬
tered the lists undaunted and undismayed.

The man of genius dwells

with man and nature ; the man of talent in his study;

The Secret of the Man.

example that
eagles fly alone ; they are but sheep that
ierd together.” It is true that should a poisonous
worm cross his path, he may tread it under his foot;
s ould a cur snarl at him, he may chastise him ; hut
e will not, he can not, attack the privacy of another.

He had set

himself “an honest purpose,” and “with steady per¬
Musicians often speak of “our art ” and “our proession, and in such a way as to draw a distinction

severance ” he was to find such “success” as is allotted
the few.

And this purpose you will find in the themes

of his compositions, between the sarcastic lines of his
critiques, interwoven among the jests in his correspon¬
dence. It is the man proclaiming himself.

perfect „ ,n 4"’, »V°T

’-<?'■‘

her

promiee to her, I think ir Mlt ^d 4 '“kno^h”11
much Louise loves nn a
,, see an<1 “now how
y.mtbful pL°”
' ' '°U"1
fb,

let ween the term “ artist ” and “professor.”

It is no

oubt appropriate to say that we profess our art, to know
it or some particular branch of it ; but we should be
careful that our profession is well founded, and that our
profession is also possession.

poised character does, a character which makes one good
company for one’s self, and that is about the truest hap¬
piness of which I know, the happiness of a beautiful
inner life for yourself—for yourself you have always
with you.

THE EDUCATION OF MUSICIANS.
BY C. FRED KENYON.
As the struggle for existence becomes more and more
strenuous, so do our occupations and pursuits become
more and more specialized. In the worlds of commerce,
art, literature, medicine, and law, the tendency of the
individual is to narrow his limits in order that he may
gain all knowledge obtainable within the bounds which
he has prescribed for himself. Thus, the doctor will
make a life-long study of the human eye ; the littera¬
teur will devote himself entirely to the drama; the
musician will limit his life-work to the piano ; and so
on. This has been brought about by the cruel competi¬
tion in every field of intellectual work. The result is
that many successful specialists have a very narrow out¬
look upon life. They may discourse ably on the par¬
ticular subject to which they are devoted, but are
entirely ignorant of every other subject.
I know
several excellent musicians who, while being men of
undoubted ability, are quite unable to write an ordinary
letter; and among the many famous musicians with
whom I have from time to time come in contact there
are not more than half a dozen who take even the
slightest interest in literature. This state of things is
quite incomprehensible to the observer, who expects that
a man of genius will not be educated all on one side,
but will have a wide outlook upon life and will see men
and things by the light of matured wisdom.
To my thinking, this specialization of knowledge is
not a thing to be desired. For example, take a musical
young man who wishes to enter the profession of music.
What course of study shall he take up ? The piano, we

to devote to other matters : his life-work necessarily ab¬
sorbs all his attention. To this I would answer that it
is nearly always the lazy man who has no time. Besides,
keeping in touch with modern thought and modern
sympathies does not mean loss of time, but, in the best
sense of the term, is time gained. A musician owes it to
himself and to his profession to be well educated. An
ignorant boorish musician ought to be a contradiction of
terms. What would Wagner have been if he had all his
life remained content to study music and nothing else ?
Let all young students remember that art is long, and
life is very, very short; there is much to learn, and but
a few short years in which to learn it.
That is the
tragedy of an artist’s life !

DO YOU EXPECT A TESTIMONIAL?
BY E. B. STORY.
One of the enjoyable privileges of the experienced
teacher is that of permitting his pupils to “ refer ” to
him when they begin their own careers as teachers, and
feel that they need the support of his commendation
He perhaps remembers his own early days when he first
sought the patronage of the public : how he struggled
to get a footing in the community, and to prove to the
people that he really bad both the requisite knowledge
and skill of a trained musician and the ability to teach •
how the public looked upon his advertisement with
skeptical eyes, and only very slowly bestowed its pat¬
ronage, giving it in preference to some superficial
teacher who happened to have had a letter of half-evasive
compliments from some foreign instructor.
Now that after many years of successful teaching his
position is secure, his reputation is wide-spread, and his
word of commendation carries weight, it is with laud¬
able pride that he recognizes the power he has of assistmg the y ounger generat ion ; it is one of the rewards of a
lifelong fidelity to high ideals, and he rightly rejoices in

the music is well comprehended can he feel sureof send¬
ing through it in his performance the true heart-beat of
his properly controlled emotion. He will seek to know
the peculiarities of the different epochs in music so as to
give to the music of each composer its appropriate inter¬
pretation, and will not allow his own selfish desires to
interfere with a truthful setting forth of the evident in¬
tentions of the author.
Secondly, the teacher may expect fair treatment of
himself. He is responsible for the guidance of the pupil,
and for his advancement. It is his privilege to help the
pupil by well-considered plans and method, by wellselected course of Etudes and pieces, by every scheme
that can broaden his general outlook and inspire his
ambition.
He surely ought to expect from the pupil a hearty co¬
operation in all such plans of study, a faithful use of
hours of practice, a prompt and regular attendance at
lessons ; for every lack of confidence in the plans, wilful
or indifferent negligence in practice, spasmodic use of
appointments, interferes with the continuity of the work,
dampens ambition, and includes a large element of dis
honesty and disrespect. No pupil who is persistently
careless in study, unfaithful in practice, or irregular in
lessons ought to think for a moment of entering upon the
life of a teacher ; no one already advanced in preparation
for such a life ought to ask for a testimonial unless he
is willing to have future pupils like himself. It is wise
for all expectant teachers to remember Emerson’s words :
If you would lift me, you must be on higher ground
than I.”
You may make a compass point invariably to the
point marked N on the dial by fixing it so that it can
not move, but such a compass has no value. Teachers
may get into a rut that restricts vision and progress just
as a fixed compass would restrict the traveler. He could
go in but one direction. Times change, new ideas
come to the fore, and we may get set in the wrong direc¬
tion, and persist therein unless we have flexibility and
sensitiveness to a change in the musical current.

von Asten g'utigst iibernommen.

September 12, 1840, when Clara was twenty-one.

Clara Inspires Schumann’s Songs.

This country is fully twenty-five years behind Berlin
in musical culture, and the works of Brahms, which

One must admire Schumann’s pluck in thus bringing

were played and sung in Berlin so far back, are just

his father-in-law to terms, and one would hardly have

making their way here as “novelties ” now.

expected so practical a procedure from a man so poetic
in his music.
Clara and Robert Schumann.

Clara Schumann’s Playing.

Clara Schumann’s playing was distinguished preemi¬
the classic finish and grandeur of her style.
used to say, “She
pianists.”

is

Deppe

the most musical of all the

Her conception was perfect, and whatever

she played, it always seemed exactly right.
not wish for anything better.

You could

Her touch was deep and

magnetic, and was never harsh, although powerful and
satisfying.

She seemed entirely to fill every space in

your soul, and you left the hall contented, and with the
artistic impression singularly complete.

She was the

finest Bach player I ever heard, putting into his music
the veritable “sacred fire,” and investing it with the
breadth and warmth of comprehension which it ought
to have.

twice heard Clara Schumann and Joachim play Bee¬
thoven ’8 ‘ ‘ Kreutzer Sonata ’ ’ together.

They seemed to

act and react upon each other in this great work (the
king of sonatas) in a manner that thrilled and excited
the listener.

There was what Shakespeare would call a

“ marriage of two minds” in the performance of these
inimitable artists, united as they were by the closest
ties of friendship and long association, and brought up
in the same artistic environment.

The “Kreutzer”

will never have a more perfect interpretation than it
received from them.
It has become the fashion for some of the younger
generation of violinists to cast a slur on Joachim’s play¬
ing of late, but, as Schradieck once remarked to the
writer, “ these have never heard Joachim in his prime.”
He was then, like Liszt, “ unapproachable.”

His long repressed feelings find vent in songs, of which

Her next appearance was on May 9, 1831, in pieces
by Pixis and Herz—still bravura music.

About this

time she was taken to Weimar, Carrel, and Frankfort,
and in the spring of 1832 to Paris, where she gave a con¬
cert on April 13th.

Mendelssohn was there at the time,

but was ill and unable to attend, and thus the meeting
of these two great artists—destined to become such
friends—was postponed.
of age.

Clara was then twelve years

he wrote above one hundred ; and with the close of
1840 he felt that he had worked out the vein of expres¬
sion in the form of song with pianoforte accompaniment
to perfection.

He said, “ I can not promise that I shall

produce anything further in the way of songs, and I am
satisfied with what I have done.”

Twelve songs from

Rnckert’s “Liebesfrlihling ” (“Springtime of Love”)
were written conjointly by the lovers.

This was the only time that she ever played in

I aris, which seems very singular, as it was in Paris that
she was first fully appreciated.

Wieck told me himself,

when I went to see him in Dresden, in 1872, that “peo¬
ple were very much impressed in Leipzig when they
heard she had created a furore in Paris.

I shall never cease to congratulate myself on having

very striking character during the years of his marriage.

She Creates a Furore in Paris.

nently for the beauty and nobility of her tone, and for

His passionate love for his charming bride

had a great effect upon his compositions, which are of a

It made a

marked difference in their reception of her.”

Wieck

was very proud of having been the first to teach Chopin’s
compositions in Germany, and he gave an amusing
acconntof Clara’s performance of Chopin’s—then utterly
unknown—piano concerto in F minor, in Leipzig, when
she was about seventeen.

“ So little applause did it

receive,” said he, “ that my daughter and I slunk home
after the concert as if we had committed some disgrace¬
ful action in introducing a new and beautiful work by a
rising genius !

People said that my head was stuck full

of crazy, new-fangled notions, and that I would ruin
Clara by teaching her such music as Chopin's.
got home the child wept.

After we

We were both thoroughly dis¬

heartened, and Clara little realized what
achieved as an artist! ”

she

had

When our little heroine was thirteen years of age the
two most important events in her career liappened'to’her.

Clara Schumann as a Wife.
Clara seems to have been as remarkable a wife as she was
an artist.

It was probably fortunate for her that her hus¬

band was prevented by an injury to his hand from be¬
coming a pianist.

Had be been a player, as he had

originally intended to be, instead of a composer, she
might have been crowded out, and her talent have
become secondary to his.

As it was, he was dependent

upon her for the interpretation of his piano works to the
public.

This responsibility broadened and strengthened

her as an artist. Her beloved husband’s fame was dearer
to her than her own, and she was the first to sound the
trumpet which proclaimed it.

Schumann found in her

what Wagner found in Liszt, the comprehension of his
thought, and its mirror to the world.
his twin soul.

She was, indeed,

Such a union could not but be happy.

I once heard the wife of a world-renowned artist say
to a friend of hers about to marry another artist, “ My
dear, I have a piece of advice to give you, as you are
going to be the wife of a musician before the public.
Never imagine that you can he first in the heart of your
husband.

To an artist, his art is always first.

Recog¬

begins to descend (whether by pressure or a stroke), but
compositions which are pitfalls over which one must
exercise more caution and forethought than in either of
these extremes.
If the composer has marked the composition “stac¬
cato throughout,” or “sans legato,”—Dubois’ toccata,
for example,—the performer finds the road so plainly
indicated that he can not go astray.

If, however, the

must be released the instant the following key begins its
descent.
In the foregoing we have had only well-regulated
organs in mind.

If the organ on which one is playing

is an antiquated one, with the action so loose that the
pipes do not speak until the key is half down, the

composition is the last movement of Mendelssohn’s

above remarks would, perforce, have to be somewhat
modified.

“ First Sonata,” in which the phrasing is so important,

Another point which is lost sight of in Overeagerness

the printed suggestions are so meager that the organist

to play legato : Repeated notes must not be tied. It would

is dependent wholly;on bis own capacity ; and audiences
often find this movement uninteresting, even “dry,”

seem unnecessary to refer to anything so self-evident,
but many organists err on this point every day. Take
the following fragment for example :

simply because the performer carries the legato playing
to the extreme, and makes a break in the legato only
where his technic is insufficient to continue it.
To play two notes legato on the organ,

the first key must be held down until the second one is
depressed.

Now, whether the first key should be re¬

leased the instant the second begins to descend, or

l#vtzz=J - - - =4- # *t=4===>
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ginning and the end of the descent of the second key,

observed that the wrist makes an upward motion for
each repeated note, but that the key is not released.

attention, and which in organ playing should receive
much more attention than is customary.

To insure an absolute repetition of each repeated note
the fragment should be played thus :

In piano playing all three of the above methods of
playing (supposing, of course, that the individual organ
is in a reasonably perfect condition) the first method
can always be adopted, the second never, and the last
almost never.

What is frequently called in piano play¬

ing “clinging legato” (practically the second of the
above methods) produces many beautiful effects with
that instrument, but in organ playing the effect is ex¬
tremely disagreeable.

On the piano the effect, in a

small scale, is similar to the effect of dissolving views
from a stereopticon.

The first view partially disappears

as the second view partially appears, and is entirely
gone as the second becomes clear and sharp. Let any

tent and trustworthy organist, and give the organ into
his hands to use for instruction and practice.
it should be.

This is as

The organist then has the responsibility

of seeing that it is properly cared for and not abused,
and since it is used regularly, it is more easily kept in
good condition.

He has trained substitutes at his com¬

mand, and during his absence the congregation is not
forced to endnre the pianistic vaporings of an inexpe¬
rienced player.

Best of all, it encourages a knowledge

j
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If the church or hall is large and there is much of an
echo, the thirty-second rests should be made sixteenths
or the echo will prevent an audible repetition.

This is

One church in

the writers knowledge allowed lessons and practice on
the organ, but made it a condition that the organist
should always be present.

This obliged the unhappy

man to hear all the practice of his pupils, as well as
give them lessons.

If one watches the hand of the performer, it will be

are points which in piano playing receive considerable

playing legato are used with good effect, but in organ

A few

churches are sufficiently enlightened to elect a compe¬

But not many churches are so liberal.
Very often this will sound—

should be held down until the second key is entirely
down, or should be released at a point between the be¬

Consequently,

the art of organ playing remains at a low ebb.

and culture of this noble instrument, which works for
musical righteousness.

There is another side of the question which is even
more important.

mittee usually cut the Gordian knot by a decree that no
one is to be allowed organ privileges.

This was naturally too much for

him ; he left the church, which presumably engaged a
player without educational aspirations.
Music is acknowledged to be the most powerful adjunct
to divine service.

In earlier times the church fostered

and preserved the art.

Why should not the organ loft

be thrown more freely open,—under proper restrictions,
of course,

and the church thus be made an active

principle in the work of diffusing musical intelligence
and culture?

Organ recitals are given, to be sure, but

even these are not regarded with favor by some conserv¬
ative churches.
cultured few.

They are, moreover, confined to the
Would it not be a gain if some of the

specmHy noticeable when playing forte or fortissimo.
The first of two repeated notes or chords must be

piano practice we hear on all sides were changed to the

shortened a fraction (according to the rapidity of the

noble chords and snstained harmony of the organ ?

movement) to insure an audible repetition.
An observance of the foregoing suggestions will add

Churches might accomplish as much for art as for
morality if they were conscious of the vast power which

the element of clearness, without sacrificing the real

lies latent in the closed church and locked organ-case.

legato m the performance of many compositions, with¬
out which a share of their beauty will be entirely lost

•Such a view of the case is commended to those who have
power to act and to change present conditions to those
more promising.

Success is

muscles are employed to produce the effect sought after,

comparative always, and my purpose is to so clearly

success is not confined to a single avenue.

and the extraordinary elasticity of the adjacent muscles

state the advantages and

disadvantages of the two

in the young throat enables them to cooperate in the

modes of tone, that one may elect at the outset the goal

tone effort with but little suggestion of their presence

or measure of success with no danger of disappointment

except to the trained ear.

in prospect.

period in the life of the singer.

We will first take up the side that argues

for, and teaches, the artificial tone.

This, then, is the critical
If the tendency to

employ other than the vocal muscles is not recognized

Many singers in high places use the artificial tone; by

and corrected immediately, the whole system of growth

that I mean precisely a tone .rapidly developed, bril¬

is in error, for the extrinsic muscles adapt themselves to

liant, and temporarily reliable, which depends upon

their new duties and increase in strength and control far

other than the strictly vocal muscles
vigor, and effectiveness.

for strength,

The reason of this is

not

more rapidly than the vocal muscles, because the nor¬
mal functions of the latter are interfered with.

As said

always lamentable ignorance or inexperience on the

above, the tone may be gratifying alike to singer and

part of the teacher and pupil, but the unwillingness of

hearer, but nature’s laws have been violated, and as the

both to lend so much of the present to a too remote

muscles become firm with age and the cartilages turn

future.

into bone, the voice becomes hard and unmusical, and

The artificial tone is not necessarily disagree¬

able ; on the contrary, it is frequently brilliant and
pleasing, of great strength and resonance, and equal to
all the demands of stress and agility.

In addition to

these fortunate qualities its rapid growth gives almost
immediate promise of emolument.

especially difficult of control.
It is from this point we consider the natural or pure
tone.

There has been so much written and said of the

“ natural method ” that both words, “ natural ” and

dently a humorist.

Many have come out of the West

confident that their mission was to perpetrate scintillat¬
ing gems of thought upon the effete East.

We are in¬

debted to him for the following: “ Cows don’t enter
farm gardens and bawl.”

While it is not entirely clear

to the young ladies just where the connection between a
circle pin of a musical fraternity and “ cows ” is to be
found, they feel sure that Y. E. P. knows all about it.
They are inclined to congratulate him that it has been
his good fortune to have been so intimately acquainted
with such excellent and well-behaved cows, and they
agree that a farm garden must be an ideal place to
accumulate exact and definite knowledge pertaining to
the “ don’ts ” of cows.

They meekly suggest drama¬

tizing the motto, substituting the State normal school
for the farm garden and V. E. P. for the cows, and con¬
densing the libretto into the single word “ don’t,” leav¬
ing the elaboration of the sentence to his fertile inven¬
tion.

The latter consid¬

“method,” invite the lurking suspicion that they are

eration being often so vital that one ceases to wonder

the principle “stock in trade” of numberless half-

at the haste with which professional work is entered

equipped, if well-intentioned,[teachers, who have caught

upon ; and, indeed, given the two distinct propositions,

the ring of reasonableness in the combination, and play

SPEECH AND SONG.

we are not sure but that choice acts as frequently as

upon it for profit.

By Mme. Henrietta Bbebb.

necessity in aiding the student to a selection, or would

of its adherents are in error, and that the most artificial

so act if the two questions were equally well under¬
stood. Numberless arguments would favor such a de¬

tones possible are taught by masters (?) of the “ natural

discoursing of a speaker or preacher, that they might

method,” I contend for the natural method, not only on

have accepted some of the good contained therein bad

cision.

the score of its rare quality, but of its durability.

The artificial tone in its prime is usually

Notwithstanding the fact that many
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THE VOICE IN

Fok my voice, I have lost it with
hollaing and singing of anthems.”
—“ King Henry IV," Shakespeare.

Who of us has not thought,
upon listening to even learned

The

they not instinctively felt the desire to flee from the

tone is weak and unsatisfactory during the first two or

sounds of the harsh, guttural, or mumbling delivery in

experiments with the natural tone serve but to reveal

three years of its use (its foundation period).

It is

which the utterances were given ; and that, no matter

its utter helplessness in comparison,—it calls for im¬

exceedingly slow of maturity, lacks resonance, employs

measurably greater breath capacity and control, and in

great quantities of breath, and is frequently most exas¬

how valuable the purport of the message, its effect was
quite lost.

indorsed by the public for its face value.

All hurried

its early or experimental use is tremulous and faulty,—

perating in its evasiveness, yet those who persist in

The editor of “ The Saturday Review ” of the “ New

and it is not surprising, in view of such considerations,

building it up to its almost inconceivable possibilities

York Times ” recently said : “ How often, for instance,

that many are prone to embrace the belief that the arti¬

are the winners of the first prizes, and enjoy the supreme

are the beautiful prayers of the Episcopal Church—than

ficial is the natural, either that or that the art of tone

advantages of vocal health, tone permanence, relief

production is another form of “painting the lily.”

which nothing could be more perfect as literature

from fatigue, remarkable carrying quality, and, strange

utterly spoiled by the reading of a curate of little

as it may seem, resonance.

natural ability, and who has never been taught to fol¬

The world, however, is too wise, and opportunities

At the age when those who

for comparison far too numerous to admit any claims

use the artificial tone are beginning to face the disap¬

for artifice as against art.

pointment of wrecked hopes, the natural tone is finding

The most formidable obstacle

low the simplest rules of elocution.”
The writer of the present article had for many years

done with a piece which has really been learned.
The editor of the Vocal Department feels like apolo¬
gizing to the pianists for appropriating to these columns
the following article from the pen of Mr. Glenn Dillard
Gunn.

It was unquestionably written for students of

the keyboard ; but the central thought of his argument
is so apt and so perfectly adapted to the needs of singers
that I submit it for their special perusal, confident that
its mission will be accomplished.

All vocalists should

know the music they have to sing in public.

They

should be so familiar with the ideas contained in the
text, and their musical treatment by the composer, that
the act of presentation ceases to be any tax upon the
memory, but clearly and definitely a matter of elucida¬
tion.
The singer who is in any sense a slave to the score is
robbed of half his powers.

The flow of magnetism is

interrupted ; conviction and earnestness are interfered
with, and the constant changes of position and expres¬
sion mar not only the flow of tone, but the freedom of
thought.

Make it a rule, therefore, never to appear in

public (excepting, of course, choir work) dependent in
the slightest degree upon the printed page for sugges¬
tions.
The much that can be added concerning musicianship, which should become a part of the equipment of
every singer, is ably expressed in Mr. Gunn’s paper,
which follows, on—

One should, therefore, study each technical detail:
The position of every note and chord on the keyboard,
the position of the hand—all should be systematically
learned.

This covers, of course, the learning of each

hand separately and all the points so often dwelt upon.
No better directions can be given for this phase of the
process of learning a piece than those found in the
article referred to—“How Leschetizky Teaches Mem¬
orizing ” ; though it is my impression that there are
other eminent teachers in Europe besides Leschetizky
(Robert Teichmuller, of Leipzig, for example) who have
similar ideas on memorizing. However, “ I speak as a
Leipziger,” to paraphrase St. Paul.
Robert Schumann, in his “ Musikalisches Hans und
Lebens Regeln,” says that a perfect musician, when
listening to even a very complicated composition for the
first time, should be able to see it clearly before him as
if in the orchestral score.

The note and the sound

were, of course, toSchumann interchangeable quantities.
He meant, therefore, the clear perception of each tone,
the full grasp of all tone combination, melodic and
harmonic, and of all tone-coloring.

How many of us

can do this with a piece we have often heard, or even
studied long and perhaps learned “by heart ” ?
This being our ideal, how far from the perfect musi¬
cian is the man who is dependent on the printed note
for his musical thoughts?

Be he never so good a sight

reader, if he knows and can reproduce no music but
This subject has recently
HOW TO MEMORIZE, been so much and so ably disBy

that which is before his eye, we must deny him the title
of musician ( Wusiker).

He is what the Germans call a

cussed that it is with hesita¬

Musikanter,, a clever mechanical intelligence, indispen¬

tion I add my word. Much
of this discussion has arisen, I believe, because we have

sable in orchestra or as accompanist, but condemned

Glenn Dillard Gunn,

been arguing about a misconception.

“Memorize” as

applied to music in this connection conveys a false im¬
pression.

ever to serve in the vestibule of the Muse’s temple. He
can not enter into her “ Holy of Holies,” nor can she
enter his heart and abide in him.

Miss Annie C. Holmes has been elected a member of the Rossini
Club of Portland, Me., and recently played a Chopin ballade in A-fiat
before that club.
The recital, given by the faculty of the Department of Music of
the Presbyterian College for Women, Columbia, S. C., of which Mr.
H. J. F. Mayser is musical director, was very enjoyable. Mr. Mayser has just accepted the directorship of the musical department in
the above-mentioned college, and has begun his work under very
auspicious surroundings.
The fourth organ recital (first of the present series) was given by
Mr. Arthur H. Turner, organist, on November 8th, in the First
Baptist Church, Meriden, Conn. Miss Julia M. Gridley, violinist,
assisted. The next recital will be giTen on December 12th.
The announcement of the Mason Piano School, Albany, N. Y., of
which Austin Springer is director, has been received. Dr. WUUsm
Mason is patron of this school.

Miss Mary E. Allen, of Webster Groves, Mo., began a series of
weekly illustrated lectures on the history of music, from 2500 B. C.
to 1600 A. D., on October 21th. The course will be concluded on
December 19th.
A class recital by the members of F. E. Cook's piano class was
given on October 19th, in his studio, at Warsaw, Ill.
The Knkiskl Quartet, under the auspices of the Symphony So¬
ciety of Philadelphia, began their third season's concerts on Novem¬
ber 1 tth. Five concerts constitute the series, which closes March
26, 1900.
The pupils of Mr. Edward Mayenhofer gave a matinee students
recital on October 12th, at 10.30 A. M., at his studio, Yonkers, N. Y.
A recital, the occasion of which was the graduation of Miss
Myra Chase, vocalist, was given by Miss Chase and the faculty of the
Chase Conservatory of Music, Columbus, Ga., on the evening of
October 23d.
The first piano lecture recital by Mr. Emil Liebling, of Chicago,
was given in the Wisconsin Conservatory of Music on the evening
of October 28th.
The three hundred and eighth free organ recital by Frederic
Archer, director of music at Carnegie Library, Pittsburg, Pa., was
given on the evening of November 18th.
Mims Marie Benedict, the blind pianist, recently gave a recital
at Fischer’s Piano Rooms, 1710 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, in

which she displayed musical intelligence of a very high order.

A piece of music should no more be memor¬

ized than a proposition in geometry.

pupils of Mr. George H. Howard.

The man who has

simply “ learned his piece by heart ” has no more claim

The singer or player performs with the ultimate aim

to the title of musician than the school-girl, reciting a

to please and to improve his hearers. We have no regard

theorem parrot-like, may be called a mathematician.

for the musician who has no regard for his audience*

Miss Francks Dknsmore, of Red Wing, Minn., is developing an
entirely new phase of work—that of lecture recitals on the music of
the American Indians. These lectures are the first of their kind In
bringing before the public a little known but very interesting sub¬
ject, Miss Densmore was a pupil of the late John C. Fillmore, who
was deeply interested in the subject of the Indian and Indianmusic.

works, birth, death, etc., together with an excellent

years has resided in Philadelphia.

l^eness.
Played like the literature authors’ game.
The holiday price on this game is 30 cents.

many beautiful compositions, and is fast becoming known
bv reason of his earnest and conscientious work.

Musical Authors” is a game designed to assist in
musical biography. It contains fifty cards, each card
containing ten questions on the biography of some im¬
portant composer, so that altogether there are about five
hundred facts to be learned, besides the game being an
interesting pleasure and pastime in itself.
price of this is 20 cents.

He is the author of

“Cradle Song,” by Franz Schubert.

Of all the
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°f h'8 greatest °”es were refused by pub
lisheiB, and were not known until many years offer h;.

Allegrando ” is a music-traching game, teaching

•imi l' m'6 °Ue We °ffer °Ur readers is but a little ex¬
ample of his many beautiful thoughts.

It teaches

the rudiments of music ; and to give you a general idea,
I will say that there are some ten different games that
are possible to Ire played. The holiday price is 30 cents
Musical Dominoes” is one of the best constructed
musical games known. AH the various games of domi¬
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Orchil lke .“i? t0Tdlrect a Choral Society and an
Orchestra. Address Leader, care of Etude.

than r>',T7’ Te ',aVe W"tten m°re Eeatitifi, 1 songs
than Schubert. In his lifetime, which onlv extended
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com lining both pleasure and instruction.

A
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,T~ .m a College as Director of Mnsic, Harmony,

“The Gift,” a Christmas song bv A n n i,
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E bland as a composer, we feel will please you ° The
sentiment of the words is beautiful and L
simple, sweet, and very effective.

’

isfactor1^ra’triaU find The Etude the most sat¬
isfactory musical journal I have ever seen.
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Miss C. A. Rickseker.

noes possible are to be played, and an enormous amount
of information concerning note values is taught without
any apparent effort.

The holiday price is 45 cents.

“Elemeutaire,” two sets of cards, either one or two
separate games, one teaching the lines and spaces, the
other, major and minor chords.
30 cents.

The holiday price is

' Tnada or Chords,” another game to help the pupils
to a mastery of the common chords, the various keys
and their signatures. The price is 15 cents.
One of these games to each of your pupils would make
a valuable and charming gift.
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